HORNSBY DISTRICT WOODTURNERS INC.
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eNEWSLETTER APRIL 2022.
Covid is still around so 'stay careful' and remember RUOK calling on another member if you need
assistance.
Lindsay remains indisposed. John Edwards and Bert have recovered from Covid lockdown and Ian from
pneumonia and are all back at the Shed.
While Brian has lead pen turning courses for members and making these as Christmas gifts for some
years, and members of the Shed producing Batmobiles over the last two years also as gifts, this year
turned jewellery boxes will be added to the list of the many and varied gifts and toys produced
routinely by the Shed members as charity Christmas presents.
As a result, the demonstration for April was The Turning of Jewellery Boxes as presents for teenage
girls.
The demonstration was lead by Greg advising firstly that, due to his planned turning of two boxes as
examples, Information Exchange and Show & Tell would follow later in the afternoon 'if time allowed.'
As it happened time did run out and both IE and S&T were postponed to next month.
To begin, a discussion of the suitability, style and variety of boxes determined that the:
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boxes would need to be about 90 - 100 mm in diameter x 70 - 100 mm high as a guide, ie not
too bulky,
all wood species are suitable, including retained bark provided it is smoothly finished,
cross grain wood is suitable ie including branch wood,
lids should not be a tight fit and be opened easily with one hand; the lid can be made from a
different wood to the base,
laminated woods can be selected,
external and internal shape is flexible and be uncomplicated,
boxes can be finished with any standard wax, varnish, shellac etc and stains can be used,
flocking or velvet can be utilised for inside the box.

A durable box should be the result of the above
requirements.
Jacaranda branch wood was chosen for the
demonstration and roughed down to approximately
100 mm in diameter and about 100 mm long
including the 10 mm spigots at each end and of 35
mm diameter to suit the fitted Vicmarc chuck jaws.
This allows plenty of wood to be flexible with the
design and to minimise any pith intrusions. Using
branch wood, care needs to be taken to allow a few
millimetres at each end to turn away any roughness
left by the parting gouge.
This caution also applies when parting the cylinder to
separate the lid from the base of the box. Use a
freshly sharpened parting tool and cut so that tool
jamming is prevented, and burn marks avoided.
Should parting cause problems changeover to the
use of a fine pull saw to complete the separation.
The position of the part along the cylinder will depend on the external lid design, the 'golden rule' and

an allowance for the lid handle if turned from the lid wood.

Traditionally the box lid is turned first and this can be
commenced using the spigot and chuck.
For this first box the lid will overlap the base so
commence turning the inside of the lid to slightly less
than the diameter required for the design of the inside
lid, and to fit over the eventual outside diameter of the
box's top. Continue turning the inside of the lid to a
design that will allow the outside of the lid to follow
without looking bulky. Allow the lid design to include a
ring diameter inside the lid for expansion chucking should
the chuck jaws not expand far enough to grip onto the
diameter of the inside lid lip. This handy feature
should/can be small enough to be 'hidden in the design'
say only 2 mm deep. If the inside lid is complete, sanding
and finishing can be performed otherwise wait until the
fit between the lid and the base is finalised then sand
etc. Only very lightly sand the overlap between the lid
and the base after its fit is finalised.
Replace the lid with the base in the chuck and commence
turning the top to suit the lid. The lid is roughed to 6 mm
deep, so rough-turn the lid to a 5 mm height. Rough-turn
the outside of base to the approximate design required,
in this case bulging from the top to the centre and then reducing to the base of the box.
Measure the dimensions of the base and prepare to
hollow the centre. Organise a rim around the top of the
box about 5 mm thick to protect the top and carry this
down to 12 mm to form a definite opening to the box.
Commence hollowing inside the box using a gouge
initially and a swan-neck tool with a teardrop scraper
attached to remove the wood from within the bulge.
Organise the the wall to be 3 - 4 mm thick, and the base
to be ~12 mm thick. Sand the inside of the box, with the
exception of the inside of the protective rim, and finish as
designed, to say 400 grit.
With the base of the box still chucked adjust its rim's
outside diameter to fit the lid's diameter. This fit should
allow just enough looseness so that the lid can be removed without the need of both hands. Jam the lid
onto the base and square using a sheet of tissue like paper and bring-up the tailstock for safety. Turn
the top of the lid to suit the design removing the tailstock to finalise turning a recess in the centre of
the lid as for this turning the lid is to have an insert rather than a handle or a decorative finial.
Fine tune the design and finish the top of the lid, glue the insert into the recess (set the insert to blend
with the lid wood's figuring for a pleasing result), and carefully sand and finish around the insert. The
lid is now complete. This insert was a British florin thus avoiding any local legal problems, and was
cleaned then fixed with quick setting 2 part epoxy.
For the box's base turn the inner rim thinner to say 3 mm maintaining parallel sides inside and out and
sand its base to give a rounded union with the inside turning.
For the outside box base, blend the rough exterior to suit the modified lid, and remove any tear out, to
improve the profile. Sand and finish the box then part away the base to give the best profile near the
attached spigot.

Reverse the base and expand the chuck into the top rim and carefully tighten and square. Turn away
the base to only perfect the profile with a sharp detail gouge, sand and finish. In this case no finish
was applied rather the box was burnished externally only with soft paper, ie kitchen drying paper, for
later attention.

Remove the base from the chuck, replace the lid and the smaller box is complete.
The second and larger box was produced similarly and from cross-grain jacaranda wood. The design
will incorporate a simple handle and with a lid fitting inside the body of the box.
The blank contained a number of piths and a minor inclusion of bark and rotten timber, the latter
possibly from a long-lost smaller branch?
To accommodate these 'features' careful turning was able to avoid one or two pith centres and the
wood inclusion was minimised by reversing the lid wood after separation at the billet stage. This
necessitated turning a third spigot; again a 35 mm diameter was well large enough for chucking.
It was planned fill the wood and bark inclusions remaining in the base with a similar lighter coloured
compound and spirit stain all the box to a jarrah like colour, as an exercise, and to essentially hide the
problem.

The inside of the lid is turned, using its 35 mm spigot, to a profile ensuring enough wood is retained for
the handle and the lid top, once turned it can be sanded to 320 grit and placed aside, and the base
chucked.
The base design is simple with straight but not parallel sides, inside vertical and the external sides
giving something like a jam jar appearance and organised to give an all but tight fit for the lid. Fill the
imperfections with compound of a similar colour. Square the flat bottom of the inside using a square
scraper or skew chisel and sand all but the rim to 320 grit. For the rim give a very light sand with 600
grit paper.
The lid fits inside a slightly larger 79 mm diameter recessed rim than the interior 78 mm diameter of
the box.
(This rim diameter was chosen not only to suit the box design but also to try turning the bottom of the
base mounting the smaller VM100 jaws' outside circumference (closer to the chuck body – see photo)
to expand and grip this 79 mm diameter 'spigot.' At this figure the jaws' outside diameter is
approximately circular and was used for light work only gently/slowly turning away the box's base

without any residual pressure marks).
A word of warning here. I'm sure that no 4 jaw scroll chuck manufacturer would endorse this practice,
and nor do I, for safety reasons as a start!
The lid fit with an 8 mm depth is slightly loose so that only one hand is needed to lift the lid. To turn
the top of the lid form a jam chuck using the base and soft paper with the base. Bring up a tailstock
and centre for safety before turning the lid including the handle. Remove the tailstock and complete the
handle with care remembering that only the paper jam chuck is holding the lid in place. Sand the lid to
600 grit and remove from the jam chuck. The lid is now complete except for the proposed staining and
polishing.

To complete the base reverse the and expand the chuck's 'outer jaws' into the 79 mm lid rim recess as
per the detail above. The standard alternative to this proposal is to expand the jaws normally into this
rim, or should these not be large enough to from a jam chuck from scrap wood to tightly fit inside the
79 mm diameter by 9 mm deep rim. Bring up the tail stock and carefully turn away the rough base
removing about 1 mm using a skew or a sharp scraper and forming a concave base, removing the
tailstock and turning away the small spur etc, to allow the box to sit stably on a table etc. Sand the
base to 600 grit and the box is completed except for the staining and polishing.
Jacaranda wood has a good but not distinctive grain so spirit stain was used to increase and highlight
the grain. The stain chosen was a blend of cedar and jarrah about 50:50 which gives a natural
appearance.
A couple of coats of stain was sufficient allowing 4 hours between coats to dry followed by sanding
from 320 to 600 grit on the outside but only 320 on the inside. Again be wary of anything but the very
lightest rub with 600 grit on the rims.

The photos show the larger box before and after a couple of coats of stain and yet to be finished with a
wax polish both inside and out and already the stain has highlighted the wood's grain. The smaller box
remains burnished with no other finish.
If you would like to turn a Jewellery Box as a Christmas gift, above is a couple of ideas but the scope is
really endless. A variety of wood and designs have already been made by some members.

For some extra inspiration check out YouTube...... perhaps this one could be a good start?

Oak and Plum Burl Cross Grained Box by Alan Stratton

https://youtu.be/GhnHOr1BkIU

Our next Saturday demonstration will be on 14 May 2022.

************************

For further interest or to join-in woodturning go to

www.hornsbymensshed.org.au

